
OTD Field 2.0 knife
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4198-OTD-Field-2.0-knife

SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

TK0019
OTD Field 2.0 Spanish Moss

CPM 3V 
  12  22  188  435.00 € incl. tax

TK0020
OTD Field 2.0 Canyon Drab

CPM 3V 
  12  22  188  435.00 € incl. tax

Small knife for comfortable carry throughout the day, ready for all everyday tasks.
The cutting edge has a 2.75" straight line for fine work, and a 1.75" radius to the tip for work with a
traditional blade. Its KG Gunkote finish provides excellent resistance to abrasion, chemicals and impact, and
the shape of the blade allows for increased mass of steel behind the cutting edge, resulting in longer life.
sharpening and better resistance to shocks of the cutting edge. The shape of the blade increases the mass of
steel behind the cutting edge, which results in greater sharpening longevity and better resistance to the impact
of the cutting edge.

Total length 8.75" (22cm)
Blade length 4.5" (12cm)
Handle length 4.25 (11cm)
Handle material Ebony
G10 coating
CPM 154 steel
Blade thickness 0.1875" (0.48cm)
Blade hardness 59-61 Rockwell
Weight 6.8 oz (188g)

 

Additionally, the handles of the Spanish Moss and Battleship Gray blades are coated with a polished copper
accent and ebony scales, providing soft ergonomics in the hand, as well as a good grip when in use in humid
environments. The wood itself is cut and processed at the Crelicam ebony factory in Cameroon by a
dedicated and hardworking local workforce. Each piece is unique, meaning each of these blades has the
potential to be different and stand alone. We individually hand treat each ebony handle and finish it with
extremely thorough sanding and polishing to ensure the wood will last a lifetime.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

 

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4198-OTD-Field-2.0-knife


Each Field 2.0 is made in the USA and comes with a Hermann Oak Leather Holster or FlexTech KYDEX®
Holster.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


